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Stationary Lance
Earthing Device

G ENERAL
Lance earthing
devices - What’s the
use of them?
Short-circuit-proof earthing in high voltage substations places a certain challenge due to increased heights of connection points on live
parts.
Complicated and sometimes insecure operation of portable earthing
and short circuiting devices with leads of large cross section or parallel earthing cables often were the reason for using earthing switches
or earthing carts.
Since the beginning of the 1980’s lance earthing devices with restricted guidance offer an excellent alternative, also with respect to avoiding hitting earth cables in case of high short circuit currents.
Furthermore lance earthing devices offer a more economical and
space saving alternative compared to earthing switches or earthing
carts.

Operating range
The term "lance earthing device" is used for "earthing or earthing and
short circuiting devices with lances as short circuiting device".
It is a matching system consisting of phase connection, earth connection and the short-circuit-proof connection between phase and
earth connection, the earthing lance itself.
These systems are dimensioned for use in outdoor high voltage
switchgear up to 380 kV or 400 kV.
On higher voltages the distance between conductor to be earthed
and earthed subconstruction will be too large so that a calculation of
the load on the earthing lance caused by electrodynamic forces in
the case of a short-circuit will be impossible.
Lance earthing devices are designed for use only on disconnected
switchgear sections after absence of voltage has been verified. They
have no making capacity and are unsuitable for use as earth switch.
Lance earthing devices are designed for temporary use.

S tandards
ARCUS Lance Earthing Devices are in conformance with
standard DIN EN 61219 and VDE 0683 part 200 of January
1995 and are based on IEC 1219.
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Short circuit test
Electric type tests to the old standard VDE 0683 part 2 were carried out in the 1980’s at the accredited
institutes KEMA in Arnheim, The Netherlands, and FGH in Mannheim, Germany. The earthing lances were
tested with the following values:
Test current It = 80 kA, test duration tt = 0.5 s, impact factor n = 2.5
After the short circuit the earthing lances were extremely bent. Still it was possible to remove them orderly
by turning the earthing lance and they then almost regained its original shape, so one can conclude a mainly elastic deformation.
Fixed points did not show any damages, all samples passed the test.

Portable or stationary...
Both systems are dimensioned for a maximum short
circuit stress of 80 kA / 0.5 s and an impact load of
200 kA.
Usually portable lance earthing devices are suitable
for conductor heights up to appr. 8 m.
If required these are brought to the earthing place
from a storage room or similar and are set into the
contacts by a combined slide and swivel movement
(whereat the earth fixed point acts as a support).
With conductor heights of more than 8 m handling of
portable lance earthing devices becomes difficult as
the earth fixed point needs to be installed too high to
be used as support and then the lever action becomes disadvantageous. Further one has to consider
poor weather conditions (darkness, fog, rain, wind or
dazzling) which complicate clamping of the earthing
lance to the phase fixed point.
Stationary lance earthing devices are the ideal alternative to portable lance earthing devices under the
described conditions. Stationary lance earthing devices remain installed at the earthing place and are
brought into the contacts by simply lifting the earthing
rod. This way it is possible to reach conductor
heights of appr.12 m easily and to contact them safely.
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Earthing lance
The earthing lance mainly consists of an aluminium tube which is
slotted lengthwise in its upper and lower end. Its upper end is
shaped as a tip with cross groove to take up the cross pin inside
the phase fixed point as anti-twist device. The lower end of the
earthing lance is provided with a coupling for connection with the
earthing rod.
The slotted area at the upper end is the contact area for the
phase fixed point, the slotted area at the lower end is the contact
area for the earth fixed point. A mechanism formed by threaded
spindle and wedges inside the aluminium tube is designed to
spread up the slotted areas. This mechanism is operated by turning the earthing rod in its longitudinal axis.
By operating the mechanism and the following spreading of the
contact area the earthing lance is securely contacted electrically
and mechanically with phase and earth fixed point and offers a
short circuit proof connection between phase and earth. The connection between conductors, i.e. the "real" short circuit, is carried
out by the grounding bus.
As the stationary lance earthing device always remains at the earthing place it is protected against weather influences by an aluminium tube - the so called “protection tube”.

Protection tube
Also the earth fixed point is integrated in
the aluminium tube, the earthing lance is
guided through this fixed point and is
stopped from slipping out by means of a
circular stopper. This suspension of the
earthing lance is also its parking position.
At its upper end the protection tube is
provided with a lid which opens and closes automatically, at its lower end it is
provided with a funnel to guide the earthing rod. The protection tube is permanently connected to the earthed subconstruction by means of two supports.
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Phase connection
The phase connection, also called phase fixed point, is
installed at the conductor. The phase fixed point is bellshaped at its underside to take up the top of the earthing
lance. As only a vertical movement of the earthing lance
is possible the position of the phase fixed point towards
the earthing lance needs to remain stable. For this reason it is not possible to install the phase fixed point on
overhead lines but preferably on tubular busbars or
other rigid conductors.
Also one needs to observe that the conductor is gripped
firmly at the earthing place and is not only held by a
loose bearing.
For all different phase conductors (tubular busbar, flat
bar, or others), different models of phase fixed points are
available. This way an optimum connection between
phase conductor and phase fixed point is guaranteed in
electrical and mechanical respect.
The phase fixed point is manufactured of high-strength aluminium alloy. Contact for the earthing lance is
made by a boring 46 mm in diameter and a length of 190 mm. The lower end is widened in funnel-shape,
the upper end carries a cross pin as anti-twist device for the earthing lance.

Earth connection
The earth connection, also called earth fixed point, is installed at the
earthed subconstruction of the switchgear section. The height of
installation depends on the specific situation in the substation and
needs to be determined from case to case. Usually the place of
installation is appr. 400 mm underneath the insulator foot.
The earth fixed point is provided with a flange plate for installation
which in many cases permits direct connection to the earthed subconstruction. In all other cases connection is possible with simple
spac-ers or adaptors which are also supplied by us.
The earth fixed point consists of a sleeve of high-strength aluminium
alloy. The sleeve is set on a tin-plated bolt of copper alloy which is
mounted on the flange plate of hot-dip galvanised steel. This insures
a secure guidance of the earthing lance. For this reason this device
is called lance earthing device with restricted guidance.
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Foot support
Short above ground a foot support is installed at the
subconstruction which guides the earthing rod from the
bottom upwards securely and in the right position to
form a vertical line with earthing lance and phase fixed
point. Alongside this line the earthing lance will move.

Earthing rod
To suit the conductor height the earthing rod is in telescopic design. It is provided with a crank drive to lift and
lower the earthing lance. This way operation is facilitated, the earthing lance is lifted without exertion and is
locked by a vertical movement. Release clutches insure
the optimum torque when locking.
Usage of this earthing rod with crank drive is possible
only with a certain relation between maximum length
and transport length. In case this relation is exceeded
an earthing rod without crank drive is available.
It requires a certain training and physical power to operate such a rod. Still it remains within acceptable limits
due to the maximum earthing lance weight of 20 kgs.
Both variations are successfully in use by several customers since a long time.

Materials
All components of the system are manufactured with non-corrosive materials.
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Handling
One person is able to operate an earthing lance safely even under unfavourable conditions.
First the tip of the earthing lance is introduced into the lower end of the protection tube and
next the lower end of the earthing rod is placed on the foot hold. A simple bolt serves this
purpose which is welded to the foot hold vertically and grips into an axial boring at the
lower end of the earthing rod.
Connection between earthing rod and earthing lance is made automatically by a simple
bayonet and can be released easily by turning the earthing rod.
By telescoping the earthing rod the earthing lance is lifted until its tip
is completely plugged into the boring of the phase fixed point.
Usually it is possible to supervise this process visually. In addition it
is also perceptible when the earthing lance reaches its highest position so that this procedure is carried out safely even with pour visibility.
By turning the earthing rod in clockwise direction the anti-twist device locks automatically and the spread mechanism inside the earthing lance is activated. By turning the earthing rod further the earthing lance contacts phase and earth fixed point. A torque of 10 to
15 Nm is sufficient for secure contact and is reached easily with twohanded operation.
Next it is possible to retract the telescopic rod parts, remove the earthing rod from the earthing place and possibly use it at the neighbouring phase.
Lowering of the earthing lance into its parking position is done in
reverse sequence.

Multiple usage...
Earthing lances are maintenance-free and, provided they are undamaged, may be used
as often as required. After an earthing lance was charged with a short circuit current it
may look almost undamaged such as the respective fixed points. One might conclude
that the system is reusable. This conclusion is wrong and is not supported by the standard.
Standard EN 61219 differenciates between "devices for continuous use after short circuit
load " and those not meant for continuous use.
For earthing lances for continuous use additional tests are required by the standard. Are
these tests passed the earthing lances may be marked for continuous use.
ARCUS Earthing Lances are neither tested for continuous use nor authorized for this application.
Consequently earthing lance and fixed points are to be exchanged after a short circuit load.
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